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Summary
Estimating with a Monte Carlo Code quanti ties whi ch depend primarily on
neutrons which have performed many collisions in a system becomes difficult
when a high probability for neutron leakage hat to be faced. This may
necessitate the use of track length truncation as a non-analogue method
for treating neutron Leakage , in order to r.mprove the stati sties for
neutrons with high numbers cf col1isions. Kschwendt and Rief have shown
the advarrtage of track length 'truncation (Expected Leakage Probability
method. ELP) 1n estimatine time-dependent neutron leakage from bare
spheres (~). In this paper the same type of test problem has been investi-
gated , It could be demonstrated that a cons i dez-ebLe Lmprovenent over
the ELP method can be achi eve d by combi ni.ng track Length truncation
with a teehnique of angular b'i as s i ng which promotes inwa,rd scattering
in the immediate vicinity of all outer boundaries.
ZU,s~enfEZ.ss1.mg
Für Systeme mit hoher Neutronen-Ausflu~wahrscheinlichkeitist es schwierig.
solche physikalischen Parameter mit der Monte-Carlo-Methode zu schätzen.
welche überwiegend von den Neutronen bestimmt werden. die bereits viele
Stöße im System erfahren haben. Es kann dann notwendig werden. die Track-
Length-Truncation-Technik anzuwenden. d.h. die wahre Verteilungs funktion
für die Neutronen-Flugwege an allen Systemrändern abzubrechen und zu re-
normieren. Dieses Nichtanalog-Ve.rfahren zur Behandlung des Neutronen-Aus-
flusses verbessert die Statistik für Neutronen mit vielen Stößen inner-
halb des flystems. Kschwendt und Rief <.~) konnten den Vorteil der Tra.ck-
Length-Truncation-Technik. von ihnen ELP - Methode (EI4P = Expected Leakage
Probability) genannt. am Beispiel der Schätzung des zeitabhängigen Neutronen-
Ausflusses aus homogenen Kugeln aufzeigen. In dieser Arbeit wird die gleiche
Art von Testproblem untersucht. Es wird gezeigt. daß sich gegenüber der
ELP-Methode erhebliche Verbesserungen ergeben, wenn man Track-Length-Truncation
verknüpft mit solchen modifizierten Verteilungs funktionen für die Streuwinkel.
welche in der unmittelbaren NIDle von Systemrändern die einwärts gerichteten
Etreuprozesse begünstigen.
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,Summar.l.
Estimating with a Mortte Carlo Code quantities which depend primarilY on
neutrons which have performed many collisions in a systembecomes difficult
when a high probability for neutron leakage has to be faced. This may
necessitate the use of track length truncation as a non-analogue method
for treating neutron leakage, in order to improve the statistics for
neutronswith high numbers of cOllisions. Kschwendt and Rief have shown
the advantage of track lengthtruncation (Expected Leakage Probability
method. ELP) in estimating time-dependent neutron leakage from bare
spheres (~). In this paper the same type cf test problem has been
investigated. It. could be demonstrated that a considerable improvement
over the ELP method can be achieved by combining track length truncation
with atechnique of angular biassing which promotes inward scattering
in the i~ediate vicinity of all outer boundaries.
Introduction
The starting point for this investigation is our intention to apply the
Monte Carlo method. as a general tool, to the study of fast critical and
subcritical assemblies. Some of' these, e.g. GODIVA (1) and the SUAK assere-
blies (2). are small so that leakage has an important share in the neutron
losses to be eonsddere ä , Although some parameters of a fast assembly.
such as. the effective mUltiplication factor kefft are often determined
by the complete energy spectrum of the neutrons, essentially uniformly,
we are sometimes more interested in the sparsely populated low energy
tail of the spectrum, This part of the neutron spectrum determines
Iargely such important quantities as the effective prompt neutron gener-
ation time In and the Doppler effect. It must, therefore, be adequately
covered by experimental and computationalmethods.
Obviously, pure Analogue Monte Carlo (AMC) is no efficient tool for
estimating, in small fast assemblies, quantities which are determined
by neutrons of lower energy. Even when the usual non-analogue collision
kernel is applied for treating neutron absorption, the assumed high Leakage
probability leads to random walks with low average numbers of collisions.
Starting at fission energy most random walks will end by leakage before
getting into the lower energy region of phase space, which can be reached
only through a large number of inelastic and elastic soattering collisions.
What we are looking for is, therefore, 80 modified transport kernel for the
biassed random selection of flight directions and track lengths. which
yields random walks with an increased number of oollisions, Biassing thus
neutron transport in the Monte Carlo game involves aredetermination of the
neutron weight after each collision event.
The weights of neutrons in a specified volume of phase space may have been
redetermined many times and show a smaller 01' larger dispersion, depending
on the distance. in phase space, between the points of origin (= source
coordinates) and observation and on the particular transport kernel. This
dispersion ofneutron weights increases the variance of estimates andcan
80S 80 negative effect compensate to a considerable extent the positive effect
of raising the number of passages of randem walks through the specified
volume of phase space , This is true, e .g., for the ELP-method recommended
in (3). - A second criteria for the choice of a particular modified transport
kernel is, therefore, that the dispersion of neutron weights should be low
even after many oollisions.
A third, orten desirable, criteria is its general applicability, A modified
transport kernel incorporated in a large general purpose Monte Carlo code
should enab.Le us to estimate, simultaneously, several parameters (keff, ~,
spectra, etc.) with tolerable statistical errors, instead of only a single
parameter with a minimum error, with this aim in mind we have to discard
attempts to implement a zero variance strategy, that would involve a specific
source for the needed importance function and , thus, restriet the class of
parameters which can be satisfactorily estimated at the same time.
Finally, the non~a.nalog'.le technique implied by the modified tra.."lsport kernel
must be simple. If a sufficient number of co11isions and histories must be
processed in a given time, then at each collision onlysimple, fast-running
algorithms may be Lnvoked, Furthermore, Monte Carlo is a method in deve-
Lopment, end only very simple techniques have some chanee of being retained
and adapted to advanced Monte Carlo strategies, such as self-optimization,
that can be expected in future.
Model.grob1em - time-dependent leakage
In order to test the performance of the modified transport kernels under
considerationit was convenient to turn the attention from the original
stationary, but energy-dependent problems towards very simple monoenergetic.
time-dependent test pr-obLems , which are far easier to programme, but involve
the number of collisions in a randem walk in the desired. correct way. For
this reason we chose 80S test-cases for 3 modified transport kernels two
cases of a time-dependent leakage problem introduced in (1.).
Case A: Consider a homogeneous sphere of outer radius
R = 3 A
o
(A =1/r =mean free path)
The only neutron process considered, besides leakage. is elastic scattering
with a macroscopic cross section r. Scattering is assumed isotropic in the
lab system; but this assumption is not essential for any of' the methods
studied. The neutrons are monoenergetic with a velocity v.
At time t=O source neutrons are injected at the center of the sphere end
pursued till a final time
t
max = 15 A/V
The complete time interval is subdivided into 30 equal time channels cf
width
lIt = 0.5 'A/v
For each time channel the meen number of collisions and of leakage events
are to be estimated.
Case B differs from Case A only in a few respects. viz. the outer radius
I
J.S smaller.
R = 0.7 A ;
o
the observation interval extends to
t = 8 A/V ;
max
the number of time channels is 40. and the channel width
8t = 0.2 'A/v
4 different Monte Carlotechniques have been applied to these test problems.
viz. aform of Analogue Monte Carlo (AMC). the method er Expeoted Leakage
Probability (-ELP) recommended in (3), and two other non-analogue techniques
(CAS. MELP) which combine the track length truncation scheme .of ELP in
different ways with angular biassing. An attempt was /zil'ade t6 compare the
methods on the basis of equal computer time. As this is possible onlY very
approximatelYa in view of the unknown environment of any numerical technique
in practical applications. the exact basis of comparison is. explained below
witheach method.
Fig. 1 shows , on a logarithmic scake , the time dependence of the colli sion
and the leakage rates for Oase A. The points for each time interval have
beenobtained as weighted averages of the results from the 4 independent
methods compared. Figs. 2 end 3 contain for each method the estimated
relative errors assooiated with the collision end leakage estimates. in
these figures only every second time channel hasbeen included. These
error estimates give us a clear indication of the advantage or disadvantage
of each method in specified time regions.
In Figs. 4 - 6 the same information is contained for Case B.
Oollision ,estimates. Analo5U"e, Mp.nte Carlo (AMC)
In a11 4 methods compared the collision rates have been obtained from a
pure collision estimator.. That means , aftera collision at the position
vector xand time t the actual neutron weigth Wis registered as a contri-
bution to the number of cOllisions in the time channel ässociated with
the collision time t.
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For AMC without absorption the neutron weight Wis constant, W=1. In AMC
after a collision at time t the flight direction vector Q is seleeted from
the isotropie angular distribution and
D(x,Q) = distanee from x to the boundary in direetion Q
is eomputed. The expected value of leakage from the eollision point x in
direction Q,
(1)
is registered for leakage in the time channel corresponding to the leakage
time
In AMC the track length d is then chosen from the exponential distribution
P (d) = ~ exp (-~d),
o
O<d<GO
If d<D{x,Q), new collision coordinates are computed, otherwise a new source
neutron starts anotherneutron history.
To test AMC 200 000 eollisions were processed for eaeh test case. A and B.
Method of Expected Le,aka,ge Probability: (ELP)
This method, recommended by Kschwendt and Rief (3), is a traek length trun-
cat.Lcn met.hod, which does not modify the angularpart of the original trans-
port kernel. The main difference from AMC is the selection of the neutron
track length from an exponential distribution truncated at the boundary
P1(e) =A-1(x,Q)·t exp (-~d), O<d<D(x,Q),
A(x,Q) = 1 - exp (-tD(x,Q))
(4 )
(5)
The newly introducedA(x,n) is the normalization factor for the truncated
exponential distribution.
As a consequence of this modification the neutron weight W, which for source
neutrons is W=1, changes in a collision at x with the new direction n from
W~ 0 .
(6 )
The variable neutron weight Whas to be applied in the estimation routines
for collision and leakage rates, e.g. in Eq. (1) for leakage.
As the truncated track length distribution forbids direct, analogue leakage
of neutrons, neutron histories end only when the time limit t is ex-
max
ceeded.
A compar-ison of the estimated errors obtained from AMC end ELP. cf. Figs.
2, 3, 5, a.n.d 6, shows for short observation times, i.e. in time channels of
low order, an advantage for AMC, essentially due to the very large number
of neutron histories which can be processed by AMC. For longer times and
especially for the smaller system (Case B, Figs. 5,6) the advantage of ELP,
as pointed out in (1), is obvious.
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In this comparison for each ELP case also 200 000 collisions have been pro-
cessed. i.e. for the change from AMC to ELP no additional computer time has
been considered. In fact. for practical applications one additional look-up
of a log function table. or something equivalent. is negligible in comparison
with all ether numerical and clerical tasks performed for each collision.
But even if this argument does not hold. a correct evaluation of the oomputer
times per collision for AMC and ELP would not ehenge the qualitative picture
but only shirt the break.-even points in the error vs , time ourves slightly
to the ri~t.
A criticism of the ELP mebhod , based partlyon pure reasoning and partlyon
the detailed analysis of some test runs in respect to the dispersion of
neutron weights and to the spatial distribution of collisions in the ELF
Monte Carlo game, can be outlined as follows:
-(1) A neutron co.l.Li s.i.on occurring quite near to a boundary leads with
the high probability of 0.5 to a next eollision still nearer to the
same boundary ,
(2) As a consequence of (1) the rate of collisions in the Monte Carlo
game is peaked near the boundary. The average neutron weights
assooiated with oollisions in this boundary layer must be low.
ofcourse.
(3) Forcollisions in the boundary layer the normalization factor A(x.n)
inEq. (6) becomes highly dependent on thedirection vector n. cf.
Eq. (5). and may take any value between 0 and 1 with a comparable
probability.
(4) From (1) to (3) follows that thedispersion of neutron weights may
become veryhigh. In test runsneutronscan be observed at equal
times andpositions with weights differing by several decades (I).
Method of Controlled Anisotropy in Ssattering, CAS
As a consequence of this experience we looked for improvements over ELP
by introducing. in addition to track length truncation. angUlar biassing
in the boundary layer wi th the aim of making long sequencies of collisions
in the immediatevioinity of theboundary improbable. The simplest tech-
nique to achieve this was named by us the method of Controlled Anisotropy
in Scattering (CAS).
Instead of selecting the flight direction n from the isotropie: distribution.
we may introduce at each point x an arbitrary modified angular distribution
F(x.n) e This can often be done without much additional computing per oolli-
sion, especially when the distribution is oharacterized by a few. region-
wise constant parameters. When the trunoated exponential distribution.
Eq. (4). and the new angUlar distribution F(x.n) are oombined, the neutron
weight Wchanges in a scattering collision (at x in direotion n) from Wto
W' = WA(x.n) 4~/F(x.n).
with A(x.n) !rom Eqe (5).
In our spherical test problems we deoided to bias only the normal. i.ee
radial. component ~ of the soattering angle. We choosea fixed value ~1(x)
with
-1 < ~1(x) < 1
- 5 ...
(8)
and put
for lJ (x)<lJ<1,
for the probability density of the radial component lJ of the flight direction
after.scattering, An~ positive val~e lJ 1 will promote outward scattering, a
negatJ.ve lJ, promotes J.nward scatterJ.ng,
Aft7r some experimenting we chose a value of.lJ, =-?,3333 ~or the ou~er
regJ.on of the spheres and lJ. = O. correspondJ.ng to J.sotropJ.c scatterJ.ng,
for the inner region, For the larger sphere, Case A, an inner region was
defined with a radiusRi = 2A and an outer region between R. and R = 3A.
For the smaller sphere, Case B, no inner region was defined; i.e, fL = 0,
J.
Also for this version 200 000 collisions have been processed for each case,
A and B. That means, that in the comparison with ELF the additional com-
puter time for angular biassing is neglected. This time depends es.sentially
on the type of geometry and is really very small in slab and spherical ecn-
figurations. Anyhow, a comparison of the estimated errors from ELP and CAS,
espeoially in the Figs, 2, 5, and 6 shows for longer observation times a
clear advanta@!'for CAS, whioh cannot be outweighed 1>y some additional expense
in computing.
What seems most important in these results is the proof that the drawbacks
inherent in the simple track length trunca.tion method can be overcome to
a considerable extent through simple angular biassing schemas. In the
test examples shown almost nothing has been done to optimize angular
biassing.
Modified E,LF method (MELP)
A quite efficient method to control leakage in Monte Carlo has been reported
previously (4) under the name of Modified ELF (MELP). It .got that name
because the numerical realization is very similar to the ELP technique,
In the meantime this method tUrned out to be a special angular biassing
scheme combined with ~rack length truncation·e The angular distribution
involved in MELP is
1
=- ---------------
2'11' 2...exp(-1:D(x,n»-exp(-l:D(x,-n»
with the previously defined distance fUnction D(x,n).
Note that
( 10)
1
=2i'
•
» I am indebted to Dr. V. Brandl for the clarification of this important
question,
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For-a pointfar from the boundaryF(x,n) of Eq. (10) beeomes isotropie as
the exponential funetions tend to zero. For a point x very near to a
boundary the seattering is inward b i as sed, beeause then for any outward-
direeted n the distanee D(x,n) andthe numerator of Eq. (10) beeome smal1.
The rea1ization of F(x.n) aeeording to Eq. (10) is surprisinglY simple when
it is eombined with traek 1ength truneation. Se1eet n tram the isotropie
distribution, eompute D(.x,n) and D(x,-n).
W1 = 0.5 Wexp (-ED(x,n» and
w2 = 0.5 Wexp (-ED(x,-n»
(11a)
(11b)
are registered as 1eakage contributions in the time channe1s corresponding
to the Leakage tünes
t' = t + D(x,n)/v
t" = t +D(x,-n) Iv.
(t =eo11ision time) and ( 12a)
(12b)
The neutron weight W' after the col1i5ion i5 determined as
W' = vI - W - W1 2 ( 13)
Se1ect a random number ~ trom the uniform dist~ibution in the (O,1)-interva1
and define
~' = ~(1-0.5 exp (-I:D(x,n»-0.5 exp (-ED(x,-n») (14)
If
( H:\\ ,,/ I
then choose n as the f1ight direction and the track 1ength d according to
Ed =... log (1 _ 2~') (16)
Otherwise choose -n as the flight direetion and the traek 1ength d aecording
to
Ed = ... log (1 - 2;") with
f;" = ~' + 0.5 exp (-m (x ,n })-0. 5
( Wa)
( Wb)
This proeedure may, in general, be deseribed as follows. From the true,
physieal, angUlar distribution a direetion n is selected and supp1emented
by a seeond, equally probable direction n'. For isotropie seattering ili.
that has been assumed for our test problems, we may take
n' = - n
*'J?he more general ease of an anisotropie angular distribution is
eonveniently treated as a transformation of the isotropie
distributiQn.
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(18 )
In both directions the exponentia1 track 1ength distributions are truncated
at the associated boundar-i.ee , The actual flight direction is fina11y
se1ected. between 0 and 0', with probabi1ities proportional to the
associated non-d.eakage probabi lities. This promotes very strong1y inward
scattering in a boundary a.rea with a width of about one mean free path >..
With MELP cross section 100k...up and geometry routines may be invoked twice
per co11ision. A realistic upper limit for the computer time used per
co11ision iSt thus, twice the amount for ELP. For this reason with MELP
only 100 000 co11isions have been processed for each test case and com-
pared with the calcu1ations invo1ving 200 000 co11isions for ELF and CASt
Conc1usions
.... -
From the comparison of the estimated errors connected with the methods
tested we may concIude that in our test problems the co11ision and 1eakage
rates fOl' Leng times after the injection of source neutrons ~e estimated
best by a combined scheme of track 1ength truncation and angular biassillg
in the boundary area, The advantages of such schemes compared to both
ELP and AMC are obvious from the figures presented. In the smaller system
(Case B. Figs. 5,6) MELP seems superior. In the 1arger system (Case A,
Figs. 2,3) no c1ear decision in favour of MELP 01' CAS can be made, as MELP
shows lower errors in the leakage estimates t but CAS t which processes more
co11isions in the same time, yie1ds bettel' estimates of the co11ision
rates.
A possible advantage of a general angular biassing scheme like CAS, over
a rather specific scheme 1ike MELP, is that CA8..is flexible and depends
in a simple fashion on parameters, which can, in principle, even be
optimized during the execution ofa long...running problem.
Track length truncation, in ELP. CAS, 01' MELP is used with advanta.ge in
those flight directions in which the first and only bounda.ry seen from
the collisJ.on point is an outer boundary. Otherwise the amount of com...
putation in geometry routines becomes excessive. For neutrons flying
in the direction of an inner boundary leakage i8 more conveniently estimated
by the ana'logue estimator. Especia11y, all inner regions of an assembly
ha.ve to be tagged so that after a collision in such a region no track 1ength
truncation is perrormed , But pure angular biassing without track truncation,
as a special option er CAS, is possib1e and useful also in inner regions
cf an assembly.
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